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Abstract—In this paper we describe SP-ACT, a hybrid
framework for the derivation of high-level activity interpretations in context-aware environments, by defining a combination
of OWL ontologies and SPARQL CONSTRUCT graph patterns.
More specifically, the native semantics of OWL is used to
formally represent and integrate activity-related information
originated from different data sources, whereas SPARQL
(SPIN) rules further aggregate activities so as to derive highlevel activity abstractions. The goal of the hybrid framework
is to address the limitations of the ontology-based context
modelling paradigm in domains that require the recognition of
complex context elements, namely, the lack of support for (i)
temporal reasoning and (ii) new named individual assertions.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In the recent years, the demand for intelligent, customized
user task support has proliferated across a multitude of application domains, ranging from healthcare and smart spaces
to transportation and energy control. A key challenge in such
applications is to abstract and fuse the captured context in
order to elicit an understanding of the situation and to afford
services tailored to the user needs; e.g., inferring that an
Alzheimer’s disease patient left the kitchen to answer an
incoming call but failed to resume lunch afterwards, in which
case a respective reminder needs to be issued.
The representational and reasoning power afforded by the
ontology languages developed for the Semantic Web, and in
particular of OWL DL [1] and more recently of OWL 2 [2],
have motivated a growing body of research into ontologybased frameworks for modelling and reasoning about context
[3]. Under this paradigm, ontologies are used to describe the
context elements of interest (e.g. persons, events, activities,
location, time), their pertinent logical associations, as well as
the background knowledge required to infer additional context information. The captured context information, usually
referred to as low-level context, is mapped into respective
class and property assertions; standard DL inference services
are then used to automatically derive the logically implied
assertions, also referred to as higher-level context.
Despite the benefits entailed by the OWL family of
ontology languages, namely modelling complex logical relations and sharing information coming from heterogeneous
sources, and the availability of reasoning engines, e.g. [4],

[5], that allow to derive higher-level context abstractions,
ontology-based context models come with two main shortcomings. The first refers to OWL’s lack of support for
temporal reasoning; the second shortcoming is that, within
OWL, it is not possible to infer and assert new named individuals. The implications are particularly evident in domains
that require the recognition of complex context elements,
such as human activities that are generally characterized
by intricate temporal associations, and where it is often the
case that the aggregation of individual activities entails the
existence of a new (composite) activity.
To alleviate the lack of inherent temporal reasoning support, typical approaches espoused in the literature include
the adoption of an a-temporal approach to conceptualization
[6], [7], as well as the combined use of ontologies and rules,
where the latter are used to establish the relative temporal
extensions [8], [9]. As for the inability to assert new named
individuals, the majority of relevant approaches suppresses
it, implying the existence of some external module that
creates new individuals when needed.
In this paper, we propose SP-ACT, a hybrid framework
for complex activity recognition that combines ontologies
and SPARQL rules (SPIN [10]). Ontologies are used to
provide the common vocabulary for representing activityrelated contextual information, whereas SPARQL rules derive high-level activity interpretations. SPARQL is used as a
standardized declarative language able to address the limitations of the standard OWL semantics mentioned previously.
More specifically, the temporal relations among activities
are handled by SPARQL functions, whereas the derivation
of new composite activities exploits the native capabilities
of SPARQL to update the underlying activity model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents related work in the domain of ontology-based
context reasoning architectures. Section III describes the
abstract architecture and the provided functionality by SPACT. Section IV analyzes the semantics of the SPARQL
rules, whereas Section V describes the hybrid architecture
that combines OWL ontologies and SPARQL rules in order
to derive high-level activity interpretations. Section VI illustrates the reasoning capabilities of SP-ACT through a use
case from the healthcare domain and finally, Section VII,
concludes our work.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. T HE SP-ACT F RAMEWORK

Several ontology-based context reasoning architectures
and prototypes have been proposed in the recent past, with
a substantial body of work focused on activity recognition
[11]. OWL has been widely used within the community
for building ontologies; for instance, in a smart home
[7], concrete situations correspond to OWL individuals and
realization is used to determine into which context concepts
a specific situation individual falls. A similar approach is
followed in [6], [12], [13], where complex activities are
recognized based on subsumption reasoning.
With the emergence of OWL 2, a number of expressivity
limitations have been overcome, offering the grounds for
modelling and reasoning with complex human activities
[14]. In order to cope with the uncertainty aspect in human
activities, [15] adopts log-linear DLs that support the same
operators as the OWL 2 language. Still, one of the main
limitations of ontological reasoning for activity recognition
is that it does not support temporal reasoning. This shortcoming is partially addressed in [12] by using a sliding time
window to aggregate contextual data and generate an activity
description instance that serves as input to the subsumption
reasoner for (a-temporal) activity recognition.
The need for reasoning with temporal information in
activity recognition is discussed in [16] where the issue
is addressed by extending ontological reasoning with a
temporal characterization of activities, taking into account
information on actions recently performed by an actor.
Although this approach provides some sort of temporal
characterization of a composite activity in terms of the
subsequent related activities, the fact that it does not support
interval-based temporal reasoning is limiting for capturing complex temporal relations among activities. In [8], a
hybrid approach that combines ontological and temporal
modelling is presented where OWL ontologies are used
for activity modelling and the representation of temporal
interval relations. SWRL [17] rules are used for generating
composite activity models. However, SWRL rules do not
allow for assertion of new individuals, therefore this has
to be done externally, similar to [16] and [12]. In [9], the
nRQL language of RacerPro is used to detect and assert
temporal relations among events. However, the framework
only works with RacerPro, using the non-standardized nRQL
query language. The SP-ACT framework can be realized on
top of any ontology reasoner that supports the execution of
SPARQL queries.
Finally, many extensions to the SPARQL language have
been proposed for working with temporal streaming data,
such as [18], [19] and [20]. Although the temporal processing of RDF streams is currently out of the scope of this
work, it is worth noting that the common underlying core
rule language (SPARQL) allows for the seamless integration
of such frameworks in SP-ACT.

SP-ACT is an ontology-based activity interpretation
framework that relies on the combination of the OWL
reasoning paradigm and the execution of SPARQL rules
for the recognition of complex activities. More specifically,
the native semantics of OWL (and OWL 2) is used to
formally represent and integrate activity-related information
originated from different data sources (referred to as atomic
activities), whereas SPARQL rules further aggregate activities, describing the contextual conditions and the temporal
relations that drive the derivation of complex activities.
The abstract architecture of SP-ACT is depicted in Figure
1 and consists of the representation and interpretation layers.
The representation layer provides the ontology vocabulary
for modelling activity-related information, such as activity
types (in terms of concepts hierarchies), who performs the
activity, where and when the activity takes place. Moreover, it supports the representation of two types of activity
correlations, namely classifications and compositions. These
correlations derive by the interpretation module that infers
complex activities through an iterative hybrid combination of
the OWL reasoning and SPARQL rule execution processes.
In the following, we briefly present the provided functionality of each layer.
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The abstract architecture of SP-ACT.

A. Representation Layer
The representation layer encapsulates a lightweight domain activity model for capturing information relevant to
activities. Activity types can be modelled as specializations
of the Activity core class that allows property assertions
to be stated relevant to:
•

Temporal boundaries: An activity is assumed to take
place always inside a time interval, which is defined using the hasStartTime and hasEndTime datatype
(xsd:dateTime) properties.

•

•

•

•

Actor: The actor is the person who performs the
activity and they are specified using the hasActor
property, e.g. a patient.
Activity location: Any information about the location
of an activity is defined using the hasArea property,
e.g. a room.
Classifiers: A detected activity may be further classified in the activity hierarchy based on temporal correlations among other activities, called classifiers (see
section IV). An activity is associated with its classifiers
through the hasClassifier property.
Sub-activities: The representation layer allows the
modelling of compositions, that is, associations of composite activities with their sub-activities (see section
IV). Such associations are represented through the
hasSubActivity property.

The aforementioned modelling capabilities have been
designed with a minimum of semantic commitment to
guarantee maximal interoperability. As such, the vocabulary
of the representation layer can be aligned with relevant
foundational ontologies, such as the SEM [21] and Ontonym
[22] ontologies, reusing existing vocabularies for modelling
different aspects of activities, such as entities, places, etc.
B. Interpretation Layer
The interpretation layer derives complex activities by
meaningfully aggregating and interpreting detected activities
through the combination of the OWL ontology reasoning paradigm and the execution of SPARQL CONSTRUCT
queries. Essentially, the aim of the hybrid architecture is to
define a reasoning framework able to deliver key inferencing
tasks important in many activity interpretation domains, but
not supported by the standard semantics of OWL, such as:
•

•

Temporal reasoning: The ability to reason over the
temporal extensions of activities is crucial for the
successful identification of activity correlations. However, OWL provides no support for temporal reasoning.
In order to address this shortcoming in SP-ACT,
SPARQL rules are used to handle the temporal dependencies among activities, describing the temporal
relations (Allen’s temporal operators [23]) and the way
contextual information can be combined in order to
infer high-level activities.
Complex activity correlations: The schema-level axioms in OWL can model only domains where individuals are connected in a tree-like manner [24][25].
In the activity interpretation domain, however, there is
a need to model general relational structures among
individuals, i.e. relations among individuals that are not
connected. In SP-ACT, this expressive limitation of
OWL is addressed by utilizing SPARQL rules [26] for
the description of the complex activity correlations that
drive the activity recognition procedure.

•

Assertions of named individuals: In most cases, the
derivation of composite activities requires the assertion of new individuals. With OWL, such assertions
are only feasible by external reasoning services, since
OWL semantics does not allow the modelling of ABox
assertions that refer to named individuals not present
in the KB. In SP-ACT, this requirement applies in
the case of activity compositions, where SPARQL rules
generate composite activity individuals by aggregating
relevant sub-activities.
IV. H IGH -L EVEL ACTIVITY R ECOGNITION RULES

SPARQL is used in SP-ACT as a declarative language
recommended by the W3C for extracting and updating
information in RDF graphs, able to address the limitations
of the standard OWL semantics described in the previous
section, relevant to activity monitoring domains. SPARQL
rules are defined in terms of a CONSTRUCT and a WHERE
clause: the former defines the set of triple patterns that
should be added to the underlying activity model upon the
successful pattern matching of the triple patterns in the
WHERE clause. The following example rule implements the
isActorOf property as the inverse of the hasActor
property (triple variables are marked by the use of “?”).
CONSTRUCT {
?p isActorOf ?x .
}
WHERE {
?x hasActor ?p .
}
The SPARQL rules in SP-ACT can be classified in two
categories, namely classifications and compositions:
• Classification rules: They are used to further specialize activity instances in the activity hierarchy based
on temporal dependencies with other activities, called
classifiers. Essentially, the classification procedure can
be considered as a temporal-centric rule-based variant
of the DL instance realization procedure [27], allowing
temporal information to drive the computation of the
set of instances that belong to a concept.
• Composition rules: They generate composite activities,
that is, activities composed of other activities, called
sub-activities. The representation of the composite activities requires the generation of new individuals that
are asserted in the activity knowledge base.
V. H YBRID R EASONING A RCHITECTURE
The standard (a-temporal) semantics of the domain activity ontology presented in Section III-A, such as class subsumption, property restrictions, instance class memberships,
property relationships, e.g. transitive, inverse, etc., can be
efficiently handled by OWL ontology reasoners (e.g. Pellet

Require: KBatomic 6= ∅
1: repeat
2:
KB 0 ← ∅
3:
KBatomic ← KBatomic ∪ ROW L (KBatomic )
4:
KB 0 ← RSP ARQL (KBatomic )
5:
KBatomic ← KBatomic ∪ KB 0
6: until KB 0 = ∅
Figure 2.

The hybrid complex activity recognition algorithm

[4] and OWLIM [28]). For example, the inverse relationship between the isActorOf and hasActor properties
mentioned in Section IV can be handled directly by Pellet,
without needing to implement custom reasoning services.
The hybrid reasoning architecture of SP-ACT combines
the standard reasoning services of OWL reasoners and the
extended reasoning services of the interpretation layer. Assuming that KBatomic is a set of atomic activity assertions,
ROWL is the OWL reasoning module and RSPARQL is the
complex activity recognition module, the algorithm in Figure
2 describes the hybrid reasoning procedure that extends
the KBatomic set with additional activity assertions. More
specifically, the architecture follows an iterative combination
of the results of the two reasoning modules. Initially, the
OWL reasoning module is used over the KBatomic set to
derive inferences based on the standard OWL semantics
(ROW L (KBatomic )). These inferences are added back to
the KBatomic set (line 3) that is subsequently used as
the underlying model of the complex activity recognition
module (line 4). The additional activity assertions are further
added to the KBatomic set (line 5), completing a reasoning
iteration. If RSP ARQL does not produce any inferences,
then the procedure terminates (line 6) with the Ratomic
set containing both the atomic and the inferred complex
activities. Otherwise, a new reasoning iteration begins.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND U SE C ASE
The SP-ACT framework has been realized using the
OWLIM repository as the underlying OWL reasoner, since
it provides efficient reasoning and SPARQL-based querying
services. In practice, however, any OWL 2 reasoner can be
used that supports SPARQL queries, e.g. Pellet.
The SPARQL-based complex activity recognition procedure has been realized using the SPARQL Inferencing
Notation (SPIN [10]). In SPIN, SPARQL queries can be
stored as RDF triples together with any RDF domain model,
enabling the linkage of RDF resources with the associated
SPARQL queries, as well as sharing and reuse of SPARQL
queries. SPIN supports the definition of SPARQL inference
rules that can be used to derive new RDF statements from
existing ones through iterative rule application, serving as
a ready-to-use framework for the implementation of the
activity recognition procedure of SP-ACT.

CONSTRUCT {
?y a BedExit;
hasClassifier ?x.
}
WHERE{
?x a NightSleep;
hasStartTime ?st1;
hasEndTime ?et1;
hasActor ?p.
?y a OutOfBed;
hasStartTime ?st2;
hasEndTime ?et2;
hasActor ?p.
FILTER(
:contains(?st1, ?et1, ?st2, ?et2)
)
}
Figure 3.

The classification rule for deriving bed exits

In the following, we illustrate the basic capabilities of SPACT through a use case from the healthcare domain relevant
to night sleep monitoring.
A. Night Sleep Monitoring Use Case
In this scenario, we are interested in monitoring elderly
people about nocturia incidences1 during the night sleep.
The setting involves the following atomic activities:
• Night sleep: The overall night sleep duration of the
person (instance of the NightSleep class).
• Out of bed: It is detected when the person is out of
the bed (instance of the OutOfBed class).
• In bathroom: It is detected when the person is inside
the bathroom (instance of the InBathroom class).
The SP-ACT framework can be applied in order to
define the rules that semantically interpret and combine the
aforementioned atomic activities, so as to derive:
• Bed exits: Refer to out of bed activities performed
during the night sleep (classification semantics).
• Nocturia incident: Inferred when a bed exit activity
involves a bathroom visit (composition semantics).
Figure 3 presents the SPARQL rule that implements the
classification of OutOfBed instances in the BedExit
class. The rule matches night sleep activities that contain out
of bed activities (contains temporal SPARQL function)
and classifies the latter as BedExit activities. Furthermore, the classification dependency between the bed exit
and night sleep activity instances is modelled through the
hasClassifier property.
Figure 4 depicts the composition rule that generates
instances of the Nocturia class. The newURI function is
1 Nocturia

refers to the frequent need to urinate during the night.

CONSTRUCT {
?new a Nocturia;
hasStartTime ?st1;
hasEndTime ?et1;
hasActor ?p;
hasSubActivities ?x;
hasSubActivities ?y.
}
WHERE{
?x a BedExit;
hasStartTime ?st1;
hasEndTime ?et1;
hasActor ?p.
?y a InBathroom;
hasStartTime ?st2;
hasEndTime ?et2;
hasActor ?p.
FILTER(
:contains(?st1, ?et1, ?st2, ?et2)
)
BIND(:newURI(?x, ?y) as ?new)
FILTER NOT EXISTS {?new a [] .}
}
Figure 4.

The composition rule for inferring nocturia instances

responsible for generating a unique URI for the new individual in order to ensure the termination of the procedure. The
new individual is initialized with the same time interval as
the bed exit activity (?st1 and ?et1) and is associated with
its sub-activities through the hasSubActivity property.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The combination of ontologies and rules is a key prerequisite for effectively meeting the expressivity requirements
when modelling and reasoning about context. In this paper,
we presented our approach towards the definition of a
hybrid framework for complex human activity recognition,
combining the standard reasoning semantics of OWL and the
execution of SPARQL rules. The temporal relations among
activities, as well as, the generation of new individuals
during the recognition of composite activities are handled by
the native expressivity of SPARQL that allows the definition
of custom temporal SPARQL functions and the update of the
underlying data model.
The framework, namely SP-ACT, has been realized using
the OWLIM repository as the underlying ontology reasoner
and the SPIN vocabulary to represent and execute the
SPARQL rules. Our future work will focus on defining an
abstraction layer that would support the dynamic generation
of the SPARQL-based activity recognition rules in terms of
an activity metamodel.
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